HOW TO HANDLE PUPILS WITH TEMPER
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Dealing with kids who possess different behaviors is definitely not an easy thing to do. There is generally something to appreciate in every kid but letting kids get away with things they know are wrong is not kind. They need structure and teachers are expected to perform that duty as part of classroom management.

When there are problem pupils who are responsible and disruptive, teachers may sometimes have bad temper. Remember, a teacher should be patient so let me share you some tips to handle pupils with temper!

1. Impose rules and regulations. Have an agreed-upon reward and once they obey, forget not to fulfill your promise.

2. Give instructions just once. Those pupils who missed what you say because they were talking too loudly miss out on the reward.

3. Have them write what they did. If a pupil disrupts or breaks a rule, instruct him to write on a piece of paper the date and the disruptive behavior. It may serve as a record when a parent conference must be arranged.

Certainly, it’s all about classroom management skills. The moment the teacher made his/her pupils follow the rules consistently; temper tantrums will surely tamed.
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